
Scenix™ porch windows with retractable screens offer a whole new perspective on outdoor living. 
Ideal for any kind of enclosed porch project, the dual-sash design with Screen Away® offers a new 
and innovative way to enjoy the views and capture the fresh air without worrying about mosquitos, 
wind or rain. Be among the first to offer Scenix — yet another innovation from LARSON®.

Extend Your Outdoor Living.



Imagine the possibilities.

Porch Windows with Retractable Screens 

Now there's a new way to enjoy the outdoors from sunrise to sunset without worrying about mosquitos! 
Nature takes center stage with extra-large, custom-sized porch windows that easily slide open to reveal 
dual, top and bottom retractable screens to let in the fresh air.

888-483-3768  |  larsondoors.com

Custom sizes. Popular colors.

Scenix™ is easy to install and can be 
tailored to fit every kind of porch. 
Standard sizes include:

→  44-1/2" x 72" 44-1/2" x 84"

→ 56-1/2" x 72" 56-1/2" x 84"

→ 68-1/2" x 72 68-1/2" x 84

Custom size range:  

→  Rough opening widths from 24" to 72 
→  Rough opening heights from 30" to 96"

Stretch out the seasons.

→ A new way for home and business 
owners to extend their outdoor space.

→ Tempered glass is 4 times stronger 
and offers expansive outside views.

→ Top and bottom retractable screens 
let in fresh air while keeping bugs out.

→ Unique design offers protection  
from elements.

Sell the project!

→ Offer tailored solutions for ANY 
porch project, from screen 
replacement to an open porch 
enclosure, to new construction.

→ Bundle multiple porch windows into 
one offer — promote as an all new 
Scenix™ porch. The first of its kind!

→ Profit more by giving your customers 
a new way to add space and 
increase property values.

White Sandstone Brown

Quad pulley balance 
system for smooth and 

reliable operation

Stainless steel aircraft 
cable supports the 

counterbalanced sashes 
for easy ventilation

Dual sashes with 
weatherstripping 

and interlocking rail 
create a tight seal

Sash lock and 
3/16" tempered 
glass for added 

protection

Scenix™ product is uniquely designed for areas that function as an extension of the outdoors.  Although designed to deter moisture, Scenix™ porch windows with retractable screens 
are ideal for homeowners who wish to embrace the outdoors and some weather-related elements. Scenix™ is appropriate only for non-heated, non-air conditioned spaces.  Scenix™ 
porch windows are classified for use in AAMA/NPEA/NSA 2100-12 Category II sunrooms. Refer to your local building codes for window requirements specific to your location.
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